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1. Road accidents are a big hurdle to India’s socio-economic growth. Explaining and also, 
suggest methods to reduce road accidents in India. 
Resources: ‘53 road crashes, 17 deaths per hour in 2018’ (TH) 

 
Introduction 
A survey of OECD countries suggested that the socio-economic cost of road crashes using different 
methods of evaluation amounted to between 1.5–5% of GDP. This percentage has the potential to drift 
India’s growth story on an unwanted path.  

 
Body 
Explanation for the statement 

- Mention the statistics related to road accidents.  
- Emphasise upon the stats from the 15-45 year age group.  
- Mention the impact of road accidents on the demographic dividend.  
- Highlight the social issues associated with road accidents. 
- Mention the economic costs through the loss of cargo, rise in insurance premium etc.  

 Suggest methods to control the road accidents 
- Mention the need for putting a check on the accidents.  
- Better implementation of road laws.  
- Higher quality road infrastructure. 
- Ensuring scientific development of the transport systems.  

 
Conclusion 
Accidents in India might seem to only have an economic cost. However, their social costs are much 
beyond and often impact many people related to the victim. The potholes in roads must not be allowed 
to become a pothole in the development journey of India.  

 
 

2. 26/11 was a product of the failure of coordination among intelligence agencies. Highlight the 
role played by NATGRID in filling this gap.  

Resource: Network for Intel agencies to share info will go live next year (PIB) 
 
Introduction 
When 26/11 Mumbai attacks happened, one of the biggest reasons was the lack of coordination among 
various national intelligence agencies. To fill the gap, the National Intelligence Grid was subsequently 
proposed.  

 
Body 
Explain the need for the NATGRID 
- Mention the need for intelligence coordination.  
- Highlight the repeated incidents of Intel failure in 26/11, Pulwama, Uri, and Pathankot.  
 
Explain the features and role of the NATGRID 
- Discuss the various aspects of the grid.  
- Mention the drawbacks that such a system can pose.  

 Vulnerable to hacking and sabotage.  
 Hardware level spying by China, etc 

- Suggest a way forward to improve the situation.  
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Conclusion 
National intelligence grid might seem like a golden solution to India’s security needs, but it needs to be 
carefully executed. It must be made immune to physical as well as cyber threats in order to remain 
effective.  

 
3. With a growth in the ageing fleet of India, the need for a scrapping policy is immediate. Comment.  

Resource: Scrappage policy hits another roadblock after NITI flags issues (Mint) 
 

Introduction 
India has seen a tremendous growth in the number of vehicles plying the roads in the last few decades. 
Old vehicles need to be disposed of whereas facilities for the same are missing. This has raised a need 
for a national scrappage policy in the country.  

 
Body 
Discuss the need for the policy: 
- Mention the rising number of scrap vehicles in India.  
- Highlight the issues created by such vehicles.  
- Suggest the tendency of Indian mind set of affinity with everything, and the desire of not losing it.  
 Discuss the details related to the policy: 
- Suggest the need for infrastructure and awareness programs.  
- Mention the expectations form such a policy.  

 Abandoned vehicles. 
 Old vehicles 
 Compensation plan, and exchange plan.  
 Mandatory recall requirements etc 

 
Conclusion 
While there is a stark need for a scrappage policy, the need for awareness programs related to recycling 
is a must. It is also important in the pretext of reducing the wastage of valuable natural resources.  
 

 
 

4. Data may be the new oil, but it cannot yet be a basis for levy of the taxes. Critically comment. 
Resource: "Technology firms at a crossroads as nations look to widen tax net (Mint) 

 
Introduction 
Data has become one of the key resources globally. It can be used to analyse the demand of the market, 
and make accurate predictions. In the modern world, those who own data can influence almost every 
aspect of our life.  

 
Body 
Why has data become significant in the modern time? 
- Mention the big data collected by the e-commerce companies globally.  
- Highlight the utility of the data in the modern world.  
- Mention about big data analytics.  
 
The economic impact of data, and the possibility of taxation 
- Mention how tech giants are earning billions solely by data.  
- In this regard, mention how google’s entire business is dependent upon data.  
- Highlight the Cambridge analytica issue and threats it poses.  
- Conclude with a way forward on the issue.  
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Conclusion 
Data has become the new oil, and the tech giants are reaping the profits from it. It is a must that steps 
are taken to gauge the benefits and ensure that the government gets its fair share from the tech 
companies.  

 
 

5. Regional connectivity scheme is struggling to achieve the desired outcomes. Explain in the light 
of the achievements of the scheme so far.  
Resource: Just 2 of 13 flights functional, Udaan crash-lands in NE (ToI) 

 
Introduction 
Regional Connectivity Scheme termed as the Ude Desh ka Aam Nagrik (UDAN) was designed to bring 
air travel into the ambit of the middle class purse and increase the number of air passengers in the 
country. 

 
Body 
What is the current situation of UDAN? 
- Mention the failure of scheme on multiple fronts.  

 Mention the failures in general, and NE region too. 
 Mention the difficulty in operations faced by new small airlines.  

 
The specific issues and the solution to them 
- Highlight the lack of funding as well as enthusiasm from the market.  
- Explain the lacunae and suggest measures to plug the gap.  
- Conclude with a way forward to make the scheme viable.  

 
Conclusion 
It is not ideal to look forward to UDAN-3 with ambitious amphibious vehicles in the picture, when the 
first two phases have not been able to deliver significant output. It will be better to remove the issues 
associated with the current versions of the scheme. 

 
 

6. USA’s Middle East policy has been more destructive than constructive. Do you agree? Critically 
examine the policy vis-à-vis US-Israel relations.  
Resource: "Israel’s West Bank settlements don’t violate law, declares US (ToI) 

 
Introduction 
The US government’s Middle East policy has been the point of criticism since a long time now. While 
on the one hand the USA talks about the peace and stability in the region, its actions are often contrary 
to the position.  

 
Body 
Give the situation through examples of US actions in various countries of the region 
- Begin with Jamal Khasoggi’s murder, and the USA’s softness against the kingdom.  
- The US policy towards Qatar, and Iraq to be put next.  
- Syria, Libya, and Jordan to be mentioned shortly.  
 
Draw special emphasis upon the Israel specific aspects of the US policy 
- Mention the shift of Israeli capital, and the US embassy.  
- Highlight the justification of the Gaza strip by the USA.  
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Critically analyse the US-Israel relations 
- Compare this with the USA’s withdrawal from the UNHRC.  
- Criticise the american stand vis a vis Palestine.  
- Conclude with a closing remark.  

 
Conclusion 
The US policy has been changing, keeping in mind the American interests. While the policy may bring 
immediate benefits to the USA, it will dent the image of the USA as the global police, or the world 
superpower.  

 
 

7. India faces dual challenges of creating geriatric care on the one hand, and utilising the 
demographic dividend on the other. Elucidate.  
Resource: Jansankhya Sthirata Kosh (PIB) 

 
Introduction 
India is witnessing a demographic dividend, which means the dependent population in India is less than 
the productive population. It helps the economy in maintaining a comparably higher growth owing to 
better consumption and productivity.  

 
Body 
Begin with the demographic dividend in the country 
- Mention the positive impact of the demographic dividend. 
- Give examples of UP, Bihar, etc that will continue to reap the demographic dividend for long.  
- Highlight the issues associated with reaping the benefits of the demographic dividend.  
 
Draw regional comparison 
- Mention the regional difference of demography, and highlight the states that have a higher senior 

citizen population.  
- Give examples of states like Kerala and Tamil Nadu, which will be out of the demographic dividend 

in 5-10 years. 
- Mention the bottlenecks related to geriatric care in India.  
- Suggest a balanced way forwards to the problem.  

 
Conclusion 
India has to balance between creating infrastructure to reap the demographic dividend, and also ensure 
the protection and care for the senior citizens. We must be able to promote the enthusiastic youth in 
achieving their dreams, but also be prepared to serve those who have built the modern India.  

 
 


